Visitors Management System
Intelligence for access management and better operations

In order to build a business that can constantly evolve with the ever changing global trends, remain profitable, stay complaint with industry and global standards, operate effectively and make better decisions. Technology must be deployed to drive initiative, innovation and intelligence to stay ahead of competitors.

A. Analytics
   Make better decision through visual analytics, big data, predictive analysis

B. Business Intelligence
   Learn from your previous decisions by leveraging reports and dashboards

C. Customer Intelligence & Compliance
   Learn a lot from your customers and meet with regulations

D. Data & Document Management
   Learn from your data and manage your documents with proper document & Tagging system

E. Enterprise Solutions
   Range of solutions towards effectively managing your enterprise.

F. Fraud, Risk & Security
   Detect Fraud, Manage risks and implement the right security framework
Automated Front Desk with VMS

Give your Visitors an unforgettable experience with our self-service on premise and online visitors management platform. With VMS you get a central, web-based solution that integrates easily with your existing access control solution — and adds full customization and configuration abilities for every location based on business needs.

VMS at a glance
VMS is a web-based solution for managing, identifying and tracking visitor’s entry. The system provides full visitor enrolment, manage bookings and track appointment history. It supports pre-registration, self-registration and also provides extensive visitor reporting for greater traceability.

Enhance Privacy & Security
Unlike paper guest books, visitor information is kept confidential. And at all times, you know who’s in the building.

Save time & Money
Your receptionist can start focusing on productive tasks, instead of updating spreadsheets and calling people around.

Visitors
When visitors check in, they will be presented with company logos and branding.

On-Premise booking
With an automated front desk manage your visitors check-in and check out

Visitors Notification
Alert visitors of approved bookings, meetings alert, evacuation alert.

Pre Booking Management
Allow your visitors to book appointment online. Approve bookings and validate visitors booking.
Quick features of VMS

VMS is a web-based solution for managing, identifying and tracking visitor’s entry. This system will provide full visitor enrolment, manage bookings and track appointment history. It supports activities relating to pre-registration, self-registration and provides extensive visitor reporting for greater traceability.

- **Online booking**
  Visitors can book online, that links with the on premise VMS

- **On-Premise booking**
  The On Premise booking would provide a self service for managing visitors appointments

- **Staff Calendar Management**
  Staff would be able to manage their calendar, approve appointments

- **Events Management**
  Arkes can also be deployed in managing events and attendees both on premise and online

01 **Appointment Booking**
Book Appointment both on premise and online

02 **Visitors Pass Management**
Print and generate Visitors Passes with Security Features.

03 **Daily Visitors Reporting**
Print Daily Visitors Reports and view dashboard of visitors Activities.
Thank You